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Explanation of procedures
 

Unless Parliament decides otherwise, texts taken in plenary will be put to the vote in the following order
 

À = Deadlines    ´ = Deadlines if requested    6 = Text not yet adopted, possibly deadlines

1. Third reading

- Ordinary legislative procedure («««III)
majority of votes cast to approve a joint text

2. Consent

- Consent procedure («««)
where the Treaties require a majority of Parliament’s component Members to adopt or reject a decision giving consent

3. Second reading

- Ordinary legislative procedure («««II)
majority of Parliament's component Members to reject or amend the Council position; majority of votes cast to approve the
Council position

4. Parliament's Rules of Procedure

- Amendments to Rules of Procedure
majority of Parliament's component Members to adopt amendments
majority of votes cast to adopt a proposal for a decision

5. First reading

- Ordinary legislative procedure («««I)
majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution

6. Consent

- Consent procedure («««)
where the Treaties require a majority of votes cast to adopt or reject a decision giving consent

7. Other procedures

- Consultation procedure («)
majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution

- Others (statements, oral questions, own-initiative reports, waiver of immunity)
majority of votes cast to adopt a motion for a resolution or a proposal for a decision



Thursday 27 November 2014

 

 

09:00 - 11:50     

 

Debates on cases of breaches of human rights, democracy and the rule of law - One

hour maximum (Rule 135)

 

12:00 - 14:00     VOTES followed by explanations of votes
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09:00 - 11:50 Debates

12:00 - 14:00 VOTES followed by explanations of votes

20 À • Child malnutrition in developing countries

Oral question

Linda McAvan (O-000083/2014 - B8-0041/2014)
Committee on Development
Commission
Child malnutrition in developing countries

[2014/2853(RSP)]

69 À • Pakistan: blasphemy laws

RC B8-0289/2014, B8-0289/2014, B8-0290/2014, B8-0291/2014, B8-0293/2014,
B8-0298/2014, B8-0302/2014

[2014/2969(RSP)]

70 À • Serbia: the case of accused war criminal Šešelj

RC B8-0292/2014, B8-0292/2014, B8-0294/2014, B8-0296/2014, B8-0300/2014,
B8-0304/2014, B8-0306/2014, B8-0307/2014

[2014/2970(RSP)]

71 À • Iraq: kidnapping and mistreatment of women

RC B8-0295/2014, B8-0295/2014, B8-0297/2014, B8-0299/2014, B8-0301/2014,
B8-0303/2014, B8-0305/2014, B8-0308/2014

[2014/2971(RSP)]

68 - Motion of censure on the Commission

B8-0249/2014

[2014/2197(INS)]

9 • Motions for resolutions concerning debates on cases of breaches of human rights, democracy and the
rule of law (Rule 135)

78 À - Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No …/.. on the provisional system of instalments on
contributions to cover the administrative expenditures of the Single Resolution Board during the
provisional period

B8-0246/2014

[2014/2882(DEA)]
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58 À - Delays in the start-up of cohesion policy for 2014-2020

Motions for resolutions

RC B8-0278/2014, B8-0278/2014, B8-0279/2014, B8-0280/2014, B8-0281/2014, B8-0282/2014,
B8-0283/2014, B8-0284/2014

[2014/2946(RSP)]

66 À - Commission’s impact assessment guidelines

Motions for resolutions

RC B8-0311/2014, B8-0311/2014, B8-0312/2014, B8-0313/2014, B8-0314/2014, B8-0315/2014,
B8-0316/2014

[2014/2967(RSP)]

44 À - 25th anniversary of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child

Motions for resolutions

B8-0285/2014

[2014/2919(RSP)]

73 À - Digital single market

Motions for resolutions

RC B8-0286/2014, B8-0286/2014, B8-0287/2014, B8-0288/2014

[2014/2973(RSP)]

20 À - Child malnutrition in developing countries

Motions for resolutions

B8-0253/2014

[2014/2853(RSP)]
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